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Mark Leonard: Hello, everybody. My name is Mark Leonard. Welcome to the Pets on Time
Conference Center. Pets on Time is a pet care reminder service available in late
2011. We are dedicated to helping our own pets, which happen to be two
greyhounds, and we want them to live the happiest, longest lives possible.

And we’re sharing as much information as we can with our other pet-owning
friends. Be sure to visit petsontime.com to get on our e-mail list, and we’ll keep
you informed with targeted information that makes it easy to care for your pets
too.

Today, I’m really excited. We’re talking with Tara Liggett of Pet Nanny of Marin.
Tara’s been a pet sitter for a number of years, and she frequently sits with our
own two greyhounds, Latte and Emma Peel. Welcome, Tara.

Tara Liggett: Thank you, Mark, glad to be here.

Mark Leonard: So tell us a little bit about your background. How did you get into the pet care
business?

Tara Liggett: Well, I consider myself extremely fortunate. I fell into it completely by accident
about almost ten years ago. I was a tour guide for the city of San Francisco. I
did corporate incentive travel.

And from November to February is a down time in that particular world. And
so, I was looking for something for the holidays, and part time. And so, I
worked for a woman who had an established pet sitting business, and she hired
me out for overnight pet care in peoples’ homes, and dog walks, and that’s how
it happened.

Mark Leonard: Wow. That’s great.

Tara Liggett, founder and owner of Pet Nanny of Marin, serving Marin,
Napa, and Sonoma counties, CA, is a thorough, expert pet sitter who
is an unflagging advocate for her clients' pets. She is also the author of
an upcoming book on how to hire a pet sitter.
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Tara Liggett: It was a fluke, it really was. It was something I had no idea I’d ever get into, and
I’m so thankful I did.

Mark Leonard: Well, you – is this really a job that anyone can do just because they like animals,
or can anyone just say, “Yeah, I’m going to be a pet sitter.”

Tara Liggett: Well, what I’ve noticed in almost ten years of doing this is that a lot of people
recently, because of the economy, have lost their jobs, and thought, “Okay, I
might as well walk dogs. You know, I need some money.” That’s not the right
reason to do this business.

What I’ve learned in the ten years is that it is not just for anyone, and I took it
for granted because I was a natural at it. I, of course, love animals. A lot of
people say they love animals, but when you’re sitting in people’s homes, you
know, a foreign environment, you’re taking care of, you know, their precious
babies, and you know, there’s an enormous amount of little – tiny little things
that need to be addressed, and it’s not as easy as it looks. It’s not as easy as it
seems.

And even being a dog walker isn’t all that easy. There’s so many things that can
go wrong. And with dogs and pets, you know, things happen, and it happens fast
when it happens. So you have to be a person who can think on their feet, use a
lot of common sense, being prepared with questions you should have asked the
pet owner, in the beginning, can help you so you’re prepared.

You have information you need in case there’s an emergency, but there’s a lot of
people who, for the stress and liability factor, aren’t equipped to do this job, per
se.

Mark Leonard: I can see that. So I think you told me recently that you’re about to publish a
book. You’re writing a book. What’s that about?

Tara Liggett: Well, it’s kind of on the same vein of what we were just talking about. What I’ve
noticed over the years is how many things I notice pet owners don’t ask of their
pet sitters, you know, real vital, important questions that should be asked. If a
stranger’s staying in your home, taking care of the precious members of your
family.

And then, there’s things sitters don’t even think to ask, and just a lot of, you
know, accidents, and fatal injuries, unfortunately, things that could have been
avoided, if people really understood, one, I think, animal savvy. You have to have
some kind of affinity for a dog’s, in particular, brain, and the way they think.

You have to have some kind of common denominator going on with these pets.
A lot of people love pets, but they don’t get how they work, if you will. I have a
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gift, I think, where I pretty much tune into how they are, how they think and feel,
and I kind of have a sixth sense when it comes to that.

So that kind of goes with the last question. You kind of have to have a real
innate, you know, feeling about hanging out with dogs, you know. Some people
just sit with a dog, and leave, and you know, they’re gone all day, and feed it, and
come home, and sleep with it, and that’s it. I spend a lot of time with my
animals, and I bond with them instantly.

I consider them my dogs, and my family, and so the book is primarily about what
pet owners should do, in asking questions for their pet sitters, and what pet
sitters should do. My question list that I have for when I’m on a sit is about
three pages long, things about the pets, things about the home.

Like, for example, I’m doing a sit right now that a home was built in Kentfield in
1870, so it’s a quirky, volatile house. There’s any number of things that could go
wrong, so the first thing I said when I met this woman was, “Is there anything
about this house I should know about?”

She said, “I touch it, it falls apart, you know.” So there’s a lot of little, tiny little
details that people don’t think of that you really need to know, should something
go wrong. You know, you have to have your information readily available from
the pet owner. I have in my book, you know, a checklist of things that you
should ask, and should be asked of you, etc.

It’s just not as easy and straightforward as a lot of people think it is when you go
into this industry. It’s a huge business right now, in Marin County especially.
There’s, you know – the woman I worked for for the first two years of my
career has been established since 1995. She has a huge business, and it can be a
great business, you know, for people who want to start their own business.

So I encourage that in my book, and just things to look for, the liability factors.
Of course, you have to be bonded and insured, and you should be because things
go wrong, and you, you know, you have to be able to cover your butt, so you
know, it’s just tiny little common sense things that I notice a lot of pet sitters
don’t think of, you know.

I think age is a factor. If you have a 19 year-old staying in your home, she’s not
probably – or he has not probably lived a full life of experiences, like me, who
you know, if a – something – the power goes out in the house, are they going to
sit there and panic, or do they know where the fuse box is, or etcetera, you
know, things like that. So it’s a lot of little, tiny common sense things.
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So the book is about that. I go into nutrition and training, you know. My
stories, I’ve got many stories that I don’t know if a lot of these things have
happened to other pet sitters, but I’ve got some great stories of my pets.

I have clients that live out in Nicasio Valley, who are in the country, so there’s a
whole different set of circumstances that can go wrong, with things like cows
and horses and mules. So a lot of fun stories, and I would think would be
interesting for a pet sitter to read, to know what you’re in for, that not all sits
are straightforward.

Mark Leonard: Right.

Tara Liggett: And just stuff like that, so yeah, it should be a good read, at best.

Mark Leonard: Well, give us one story from the book.

Tara Liggett: Oh, gosh. Well, I think my favorite is called, “Cow Number Five” – out in the –
which happens to be my lucky number. Out in the Nicasio Valley, I have a client
who has two six-acre properties, and they have – their property backs up into a
huge ranch, which is an old, probably fourth-generation working ranch family,
who has probably about 3,000 heads of cattle – herds of cows.

So it was an afternoon, and I’m sitting there, and I was with my black lab, Gypsy,
who is the owner’s pet. And we were sitting there, watching the sun go down,
and sitting in the house. And I look out the front window, and there’s a cow
standing on the front lawn, as natural as can be, like it’s supposed to be there.

And I’m thinking to myself, “No, no. I’ve sat for these people many times.
There’s no cows on this property.” So I figured out it came from the ranch
that’s probably about, I don’t know, 30 – 40,000 acres right next to this
property.

So I called the owner up, who was readily available, and I said, “There’s a cow on
your front lawn. What would you like me to do with it?” And she says, “Oh,
my God, get it out of there.” I was thinking it should – you know, it’s in the
country. It’s a cow. It should be there, right?

Mark Leonard: Right.

Tara Liggett: No, she goes, “Get it out of there. It’s going to poop on the lawn, and you don’t
want to try and pick that up.” And I said, “You’re right there.” So she – I said,
“What do you want me to do?” And she says, “Well, you go get two pans, and
you bang ‘em together, and you shoo it down the road towards its ranch.”
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And I said, “Okay.” Now, mind you, this is the middle of February, in the middle
of winter, it’s pouring rain. I’m out there in my raincoat, and my galoshes, and
I’m going – I’m screaming. This cow is just looking at me like, “What is your
problem? I’m just standing here, chewing my cud, you know.”

And I’m thinking to myself. “I don’t want to do this to this poor thing.” And I
get about five feet in front of it, and it’s just standing there. It’s still not moving,
and I said, “You have to go away now. Go, cow.” You know, so if anyone had a
camera on me at this moment, it would be a great, you know, candid camera
scene, of course.

But it’s not your average sit, it’s not something most pet sitters encounter, or
take on. And so, anyway, I got the cow down the road, and you know, I didn’t
know. I said, “Just go. Just get off the lawn. She doesn’t want you pooping on
the lawn, so wherever you go from here, I don’t care.

And the ear tag on the cow was number five, and I thought, “Oh, how funny. It
would be my lucky number.” I mean, usually, they’re in the three and four digits,
you know, when you see an ear tag on a cattle, or a horse, or whatever, you
know. And here’s number five, so I had a laugh at that.

And then, I told the owner I got rid of the cow, and then, about two weeks later
– oh, I had to call the ranch up and say, you know, “Your cow’s on this road.
Can you come get it,” and you know, they came out, they couldn’t find it.

And then, about two weeks later, I had told the owners, and they came home. I
said, “It’s cow number five. I don’t know if it made it back to its ranch. You
might want to enquire. I don’t know if you care.”

And about two weeks later, her neighbor, a woman named Beth, who has about
sixty acres next to her, calls up my client, and says, “By any chance, do you know
who owns this cow? It’s been sitting on my front lawn for about a week and a
half.” And she has an enormous amount of acreage, and it’s just meandering
around on her front lawn.

And my client goes, “Oh, that’s cow number five.” And she goes, “I know who it
belongs to.” So it was one of things where I went, “Oh, good Lord,” so we’ve,
you know – eventually, she says, “Oh, you know, they – they’ll go back to their
herd. They don’t like to be alone.”

Well, cow number five did not care about its herd, and was happy on its own,
hanging out on these two pieces of property for two weeks. So that’s just a little
part of the story of something that happened that particular week, but there’s a
good example, you know.
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Mark Leonard: That’s funny.

Tara Liggett: Not too many pet sitters encounter that. It was cute, though.

Mark Leonard: That’s great. So I mean, what are the top three – what would you say are the
top three mistakes that a pet owner can make when they hire a pet sitter?

Tara Liggett: What I’ve experienced with, in particular, I think, of a client that, when I’m
booked, she has to find another pet sitter, and in about a year and a half of doing
that, we’ve gone through about four other sitters.

And for various reasons, her mistake was finding people – was she trusted the
very first person that came through the door, and she went through an agency
that has, say, 10, 15 employees, and they sent out one woman, or man. I
personally think, one, you should at least interview three sitters.

Don’t settle for the first one. Whenever I asked her, I said, “How did that
person sound? Did the – you know, did Sammy, the dog, and the cats like her?
You know, how old is she? What – you know, what does she do all day long?”

And none of those things, she thought to ask, but she would just say, “Oh, she
seems fine.” And then, when she came back from the sit, there’d be this disaster
that, you know, had transpired. The house was left a mess, or the cats got out,
and you know, just weird stuff that should not happen if you’re on top of it.

So I think, don’t just assume that the first one that comes through the door is
going to be the best, you know, for your pets. You should always get at least
three, and I think the other thing is, for example, with the same client, she would
always allow the woman to bring in her own dogs, into the house on this – while
she was on this sit, which is, to me, very wrong.

You do not mix dogs with other dogs, and in one case, she had taken Sammy,
her dog, out of the house, and sent her – sent him to her mother’s house
because she had to go up to Petaluma, and take care of her horses. Wrong. So
I would ask a sitter, what are you doing all day? Do you have a day job?

I don’t. I – this is my full-time business, so I’m always with my animals. And my
rule is, I don’t leave them longer than four hours. Well, this woman was taking
this dog out of house, sending it to grandma’s house, who doesn’t – he doesn’t
know grandma, doesn’t know this house, nor does he know these other dogs.

So my client should have asked, like, “What are you doing during the day? Are
you going to be here?” That’s very important because they’re – you’re being
paid to be in the house with that pet, and not sending it to grandma’s house.
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Mark Leonard: Right.

Tara Liggett: And I’ve seen many advertisements for people looking for sitters who say,
“Experience not necessary,” or you know, very lax in their recommendation, or
in their expectations of what they’re needing.

You know, there’s a lot of first time dog owners, ‘cause we have so many rescue
dogs now that they don’t really know, and it’s a new situation for a stranger to
be in your home, doing pet care, ‘cause most people will take them to kennels.

And now, we have a, you know, a little better idea of how to take care of our
animals, so you have a person stay in your home. So you know, I would like to
think that they have some experience, so ask, you know, what’s their feeling
about dogs.

And the first thing you can – you know, I find is that, you know, if someone
doesn’t have a real affinity for animals, I don’t want them in my home. And you
can tell. You can tell when you meet someone if your animal like them, how
they greet them when you come for the visit, for the interview. So that’s real
important, to see how the animal bonds, which should happen within a matter of
minutes, upon the first interview.

And if you don’t – your dog will do the interview for you. If you don’t get a real
good gut feeling about this person walking through the door, chances are they
don’t have experience, and they just say they like dogs.

Well, I’d say 80 percent of the population likes dogs, but that doesn’t mean they
particularly want them sitting on their lap, or sleeping with them in the bed. I let
the dog sleep with me in the bed, but sometimes, it’s been very uncomfortable.
But if that’s their routine, I have to fill in where Mom and Dad, you know – what
Mom and Dad do, I have to do, and I’ve had a lot of people I’ve tried to hire out
as pet sitters, who there’s no way they’re going to allow that to happen.

And it doesn’t – they don’t have to, but I like to make them as comfortable as
possible, so I think experience, how comfortable are they, are they going to be
around during the day, what’s their experience with animal PC – CPR, for
example. I think all pet sitters should know pet CPR. I’ve read books on it.

I’m about to take a class. I’ve been trying to hook up with the woman who does
provide that for Marin County, and it’s really good information. And then, I
think, there’s probably – this is the fourth one – it’s just not giving the pet sitter
enough information on the emergency level, and we can go into the next
question on that one, maybe. I don’t know, about what pet owners should ask.

Mark Leonard: Sure.
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Tara Liggett: Well, for me, it’s not a topic people want to think about, but for example, if the
whole family, there’s five, six people going to France for two weeks, who knows,
one, I’m in the home taking care of their pets, and God forbid they don’t make it
back.

Do you have a will designating who’s going to take care of your pets, and what
provisions are made if – should that horrible situation happen? I can tell you,
from ten years of doing this, nobody has ever, ever had that in their book of
instructions, or anything, which shocks me completely. I mean, we don’t live in a
really great, American-friendly world right now.

And you know, it’s not something people want to talk about, but it’s a reality.
And you have to have your pets provided for, and taken care of in case you do
not make it back home. So I’m very shocked that pet owners do not ask that. I
get, you know, information written – scribbled on little post-its, stuck on the
refrigerator. That doesn’t work.

You need a nice, concise list, starting from the top – name, address, phone
number, vet information, emergency clinic information, your contact-able
numbers, who’s you know, again, does your neighbor or family member know
I’m in the house? Give them my cell phone number.

There’s a lot of little details that sound overdone, some clients think it’s too
much information, but I’m a stranger. I do not live with you in your home 24/7,
and I have to jump in, and temporarily take care of everything. So it’s, to me, it
would just be common sense, little things.

You know, if you had a child, you would set up that information for whomever
was taking care of the child, or if you didn’t make it back home, there’s be
provisions made to have someone take care of your child. To me, it’s the same
thing for your pets, but nobody ever thinks to ask that, which just to me is
amazing.

And you know, real important to have credit card information at your primary
vet, as well as the emergency clinic, which in Marin County is on East Francisco
Boulevard in San Raphael. For example, that particular facility will not, at all,
touch or treat your animal unless you can show proof of payment, and most pet
sitters do no have anywhere from the tune of $1,100 to $1,500 readily available
on their credit card – or maybe they do, which is usually what an emergency
situation requires. That’s their fee.

And so, cover yourself again, for pet sitters, make sure the credit cards are on
file. I just started a sit today, and I come into the house, this brand new client,
new dog, and his eye is all red, and puffy, and you know, it looks like it’s
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abscessing, and I called the owner, and I said, “What’s happened with Teddy’s
eye?”

And she says, “Well, it didn’t look good, and blah, blah, blah.” And I said, “No,
I’m going to take him to the vet,” and of course, you know, he comes back with
antibiotics, and eye ointment because there was – something had transpired over
the weekend where they were walking out in the woods, and they don’t know if
he had brushed up against a fence, or something, but when she had gone to the
emergency clinic, they were too busy to deal with her, so they just said, “Oh, it
doesn’t look bad,” or actually, the vets did not say that, it was the woman behind
the desk, said, “It’s okay, just send him home. He’ll be okay. It’ll clear up in a
couple days.”

Well, that was two, three days ago, and it’s obvious it’s not going to clear up.
Now, most pet sitters, I think, would have listened to the owner, and said, “The
vets – you know, the facility said for us not to worry about it.” I said, “No, I’m
taking him to his vet now.” And sure as all heck, he needs antibiotics, and eye
ointment. That would not have cleared up.

They’re not coming home ‘til Sunday, and if I waited ‘til Sunday, that would have
probably been a $3,000 bill at the emergency center when they came home. So
it’s real little, common sense things you have to – I’ve done it so many years, and
I just know, with my gut feeling, that if I see something that doesn’t look right,
I’m not going to wait, you know. There’s – it nothing for me to drive a dog to
the vet, and I’m not paying for it, so you know, get them to the vet.

Mark Leonard: Right.

Tara Liggett: And she did have her credit card on file, so she listened to me when we had our
meet and greet, and she knew what to do. So it just so happened that that’s
how it happened. This is what happens with pets. This stuff doesn’t happen
when the owners are home. It happens when the pet sitter shows up.

Mark Leonard: Yep, yep.

Tara Liggett: So it’s a lot of little things like that that sitters, most sitters probably would have
accepted that answer, and you know, I’d hate to see what his eye would have
looked like in five days.

Mark Leonard: Right, awww.

Tara Liggett: Yeah.

Mark Leonard: So Tara, do you have any examples of assignments you refused to take because
you thought the risk was too high?
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Tara Liggett: I don’t because I take on everything. Why, I don’t know. It’s the Irish in me, I’m
presuming, but I did have one situation where a woman had four dogs, and I’m
wanting to say Golden Retrievers. I did not accept this assignment, and I didn’t
straight out say I wouldn’t accept it, but this was her terms.

She was going to leave four, and I believe, they were elderly dogs alone
overnight in the house. She requested no overnight sitter. And I, again, thought
that was ridiculous. However, she wanted someone there at 6:30 AM to walk
them for ten minutes, mind you. Big dogs should be walked longer than ten
minutes.

Mark Leonard: Right.

Tara Liggett: And feed them, and then come back at 6:00 PM, and you know, spend a half
hour with them, feeding them and walking. I said, “First of all,” I wrote her back
nicely, and I said, and I didn’t know her. It was a referral from another client,
and I thought, “Well, I’m not taking this on. I could have taken it for the money,
but I don’t want to have to go into a home, look at four dogs, and I think one of
them needs a medication, and have to leave them all day long, and not spend the
night with them.

Anything can happen in a home. You never leave a dog alone in a home. Fires
can break out, pipes can burst, earthquakes – you know, natural disasters can
happen. I just hated the whole feel of this. I didn’t, you know, I politely said to
her, “I would much rather, if you were interested in my services, I feel more
comfortable being in the house.

I can spend time with them during the day. This is my full-time business. I’m
sure they would like the company.” But the fact that she didn’t care that much
about her pets, I didn’t want her as a client.

Mark Leonard: Right.

Tara Liggett: And probably, at the beginning of my career, I would have done this, but as time
has gone on, I wanted to – I would like to think I could educate some people
that this is not the way you should handle your four dogs, you know. And so,
you know, to me, that was the risk. I didn’t want to go there. I didn’t want to
have to leave them all day for 12 – from 6:30 AM to 6:30 PM, they have to be in
the house alone.

Mark Leonard: Yeah, right.
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Tara Liggett: I didn’t like that, so you know, that’s the only uncomfortable situation. I’ve taken
on so many things that most sitters won’t do, or you know, dog owners, you
know, your animal, and it could not look like a risk or high maintenance to them.

But when I get there, and I go, “Are you kidding me? This dog is really high
maintenance. It can’t do this. It’s afraid to do that. It won’t walk this way. It
wants to go that way.” And you’re thinking, “They didn’t mention this to me.”
Of course, then, there’s the other things. You get to the sit, and you find out
stuff you weren’t told.

Mark Leonard: Right.

Tara Liggett: So sometimes, you know, it’s a little too late, but I figure it out, and I work
around it, and you know, the bottom line is to make sure the pet is happy, and
taken care of the best I know how. And that they’re in one piece when the
owner gets home.

And that’s the, you know – that – nothing has died or run away, or gotten sick
on my watch in ten years, and it’s not going to, so you know, I put a lot of time
and effort, and that’s the kind of pet sitter you want. It’s someone who really
has a passion for this, and I’m older.

I’m in my 50s, so it’s not a job for, say, a 19 year-old, who – you know, it’s not
that big of money, and they want to go out and party, and you can’t do that.
You can’t be – bring people into a home. You have to respect your clients’
space, place, property. You can’t be a partier and come in at 3:00 AM.

That’s not what you’re getting paid to do. You know, it’s not for your friends to
come and hang out at, you know. So you know, it’s – and especially in Marin
County. We have such beautiful homes, and you know, it’s tempting to say,
“Hey, you know, let’s have a party. You know, look at this great house with a
pool.” And I go, “Nope, can’t do it. It’s not my house.”

Mark Leonard: Right.

Tara Liggett: You know, so I’ve heard horror stories on that level as well, where people’s cars
have been driven and crashed, or you know, had a party, and drank all the
booze, and you know, walked the dog off leash, and there goes the dog. It ran
away, gone.

All kinds of stuff can happen, and it will happen, you know, but you – so you have
to really know who’s in your home, taking care of your pet. And you know,
that’s why I say, if you go through at least three interviews, three different
people, you could at least get an idea of what’s out there, calling themselves a
pet sitter, so –
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Mark Leonard: Right, well, this has been really, really instructive.

Tara Liggett: Good.

Mark Leonard: How can our listeners reach you?

Tara Liggett: Well, I’m – have a website. It’s called PetNannyofMarin.com. And my
information is there, phone number, and you can submit your information, and
dates that you need me. I’m taking 2012 bookings as we speak. I’ve already
gotten about half a dozen sits already.

Mark Leonard: Great.

Tara Liggett: And so, you know –

Mark Leonard: Well, I can tell everybody from personal experience that you’re not always
available. We’ve gone on a couple of trips, and it’s like, “Tara, can you do it?”
And, “No, no, I’m booked up that weekend.”

So Tara is very much in demand, so I encourage anybody who has plans, and
especially if they do want to go for an extended period of time to make sure to
contact Tara early if you think you might want to have her take care of your pets
while you’re gone.

Tara Liggett: And that’s – I have to add that summertime, I was booked in February for my
summer months. Most people – that the other thing I was going to say about
what pet owners forget to do, they don’t book their sitter soon enough.

They don’t do their homework and research soon enough. And so, that’s
something else, especially for summer. Most good pet sitters are booked six
months ahead of time, so keep that in mind as well.

Mark Leonard: Terrific. Well, this has been a wonderful call, and be sure to go to Tara’s
website at petnannyofmarin.com.

Tara Liggett: Yes.

Mark Leonard: This is Mark Leonard with Pets on Time, and we’ll see you at the next call.
Thank you. Bye.

Tara Liggett: Thank you. Bye.

[End of Audio]
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Thank you for reading the transcript to our PetsOnTime Interview.

Please to go our website to
 share this interview with your friends and others who might find this information helpful
 comment on this talk or read comments from others
 listen to the replay


